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Abstract

This paper describes the participation of the
RCLN team at the Visual Word Sense Disam-
biguation task at SemEval 2023. The participa-
tion was focused on the use of CLIP as a base
model for the matching between text and im-
ages with additional information coming from
captions generated from images and the gen-
eration of images from the prompt text using
Stable Diffusion. The results we obtained are
not particularly good, but interestingly enough,
we were able to improve over the CLIP baseline
in Italian by recurring simply to the generated
images.

1 Introduction

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a Natural
Language Processing task consisting in the identifi-
cation of the correct sense of a word having mul-
tiple possible meanings, i.e. an ambiguous word,
based on the context in which it appears. SemEval-
2023 Task 1 (Raganato et al., 2023) introduces a
WSD task that includes a visual representation of
the word meaning, named Visual WSD. It consists
in determining, out of a set of candidate images,
which one is the most pertinent to a given input
text. The challenge is that the input text contains
an ambiguous word with some of its possible in-
terpretations figured in the set of candidate images.
For instance, when presented with the context “an-
dromeda tree" and the focus word “andromeda", a
Visual WSD system should choose an image of the
Japanese andromeda plant, rather than an image
of the Andromeda galaxy, as the former is a better
representation of the meaning of “andromeda" in
this context.

We approached this task from two directions: the
first one was to use image captions to compare to
the input text; the second one was to use the input
text as a prompt to create an image using a genera-
tive model. Image captioning is the task of describ-
ing the content of an image in natural language.

Various models have been proposed in the past
to address this task, from description retrieval to
template filling and hand-crafted natural language
generation techniques. These techniques have been
superseded by modern deep-learning based genera-
tive models (Stefanini et al., 2022). Current image
captioning models are based on an encoder-decoder
architecture. The encoder can be any pre-trained
vision transformer, whose purpose is to produce
one or multiple one or multiple feature vectors.
The decoder is based on a large language model
(usually BERT or GPT and derivatives) which uses
the embeddings produced in the previous step to
produce a sequence of words. In this work, we
applied the captioning model that combines the
ViT image transformer (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020)
with GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) as encoder and
decoder respectively, proposed in (Kumar, 2022).
In Figure 1 we show examples of captions obtained
with this model for some of the images in the trial
dataset. Note that the model in some cases gives a
description that only partially matches the content
of the picture (e.g. “fruits and vegetables" instead
of “melons"). However, we can take advantage of
word and sentence embeddings to obtain a good
score even if the match is not perfect. For instance,
“andromeda tree" has a relatively higher similarity
score with the image depicting flowers, as flowers
and tree are close in the embedding space.

Image generation from textual prompts has been
the object of increasing attention recently. In par-
ticular, models such as DALL-E1 and Stable Dif-
fusion2 have captured the attention of researchers
and the general public for their ability to produce
realistic images with short textual inputs. For this
work we used Stable Diffusion given its availability
in the Huggingface repository3. Stable Diffusion it-
self is based on an encoder-decoder architecture in

1https://openai.com/research/dall-e
2https://stability.ai/blog/stable-diffusion-v2-release
3https://github.com/huggingface/diffusers
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“a flower arrangement in a flower
pot in a garden", 0.173

“a lake with a river and a bench",
0.086

“a variety of fruits and vegetables
on a table", 0.135

Figure 1: Examples of automatically generated captions from some of the images in the trial dataset and their
similarity scores with the context “andromeda tree", using the all-mpnet-base-v2 Sentence-BERT model.

which the encoding phase consists in adding noise
to the image while the decoding step learns to re-
move the noise. The decoding is guided by the text
given as input to the model (“prompt"), which con-
ditions the final output thanks to a cross-attention
mechanism in place between a text transformer and
the denoising module.

In the remainder of this article we describe first
the initial experiments we carried out with the trial
data and subsequently the models we used for the
submission to the Task, with some analysis of the
errors we identified.

2 Methodology

Our first idea was to use textual embeddings ob-
tained from the captions of the images via Sentence-
BERT (SBERT) (Thakur et al., 2021) and compare
them to the SBERT embeddings of the context sen-
tence. As it can be noted from Figure 1, even if
the text “andromeda tree" is not present from the
captions, it could be possible to match “andromeda
tree" with the right image by taking the one with
the highest similarity score. We tested this idea on
the trial collection, applying the ViT-GPT2 image
captioning model to the trial candidate images, and
subsequently applying the SBERT MiniLM-L6-v2
model to transform the image caption and the con-
text query into embeddings. With this setup, we
obtained an MRR of 0.575, inferior to the CLIP
baseline (MRR 0.734). Unfortunately, the results
are affected both by errors in the captioning and the
fact that SBERT model sometimes provides lower
scores for the right images as the contexts are too
short.

The second experiment was to use the Stable

Diffusion model on the query to produce an image
and compare this image to the candidate images. To
obtain an embedding for the images we applied the
same CLIP model and calculated similarity using
cosine measure. With this setup, we obtained a
MRR of 0.580.

Given these preliminary results, it was clear that
these 0-shot approaches from pre-trained models
were inferior to CLIP alone. With the availability
of training data, we planned to build a neural net-
work to fine-tune the SBERT and Stable Diffusion
models on them, also in combination with CLIP.
Inspired by the model used for Sentence BERT, we
built a siamese network where the vectors coming
from the target sentence and the candidate images
are encoded in the same way, following a fully con-
nected network with a first layer of 256 units and a
second one of 512 units. A dropout with probabil-
ity 0.2 is in place between the two fully connected
layers. We tested in the preliminary phase different
activation functions, in particular LeakyReLU and
tanh, without any significant differences. The loss
function for the siamese network is a cosine em-
bedding loss with margin 0.8 (we tested margins
of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 on trial data, with the last one
achieving the best results). The cosine embedding
loss is defined as:

L(x, y, θ) =

{
cos(xi, yi) ifθi = 1
max(0, µ− cos(xi, yi)) otherwise

where x and y are tensors of the same size rep-
resenting embeddings for pairs of samples, θ is a
tensor of binary labels indicating whether the pairs
are similar (1) or dissimilar (-1), N is the number
of samples in the batch, cos(xi, yi) is the cosine
similarity between the i-th pair of embeddings, and
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Figure 2: captions+CLIP model schema

Figure 3: CLIPDiffusion model schema

µ is a hyperparameter that controls the degree of
separation between the similar and dissimilar pairs.

Since we had only two possible choices, we fo-
cused on two models: the first one (captions+CLIP)
uses in input a concatenation of CLIP and SBERT
embeddings, resulting in a vector of size 896 (512
from CLIP and 384 from SBERT), for both the
target sentence and the candidate images. The sec-
ond one (CLIPDiffusion) uses the CLIP embedding
for the image generated from the target sentence
using Stable Diffusion: v1-4 model for English
(Rombach et al., 2022) and the AltCLIP-m9 bilin-
gual model for Italian (Chen et al., 2022). We
disabled the NSFW filter in the diffusion model to
avoid generating black images. Since diffusion can
yield different results, we kept only the first gen-
erated image for each target text and we stored it
to avoid to re-generate obtaining a different result.
An overview of the models can be seen in Figures
2 and 3.

Model English Italian
captions+CLIP 0.625 0.559∗

CLIPDiffusion 0.590 0.459
CLIP baseline 0.738 0.426

Table 1: MRR (Mean Reciprokal Rank) obtained in the
task by the two models, compared to the CLIP baseline.
∗-result not submitted to the challenge.

For the training, we randomly split the training
data into train and validation sets, respectively with
90% and 10% of the training data. The models
were trained for 5 epochs (when the validation loss
started to increase), with batch size 16.

3 Results and Discussion

We submitted two runs with each of the models
above for English and we submitted only the Dif-
fusion model run for Italian. This was due to the
fact that, given that no reliable captioning model
was available at the time of participation, the only
possibility to apply the captions+CLIP model was
to translate the contexts into English. This option
seemed to potentially introduce more noise into the
model and we discarded it.

The obtained results are shown in Table 1, includ-
ing the result of the model that we discarded. The
results are compared with the CLIP only baseline.
In general, the results were disappointing in partic-
ular for English, and even more in comparison with
other participants who were able to outperform the
baseline. However, it is interesting to notice that
in the case of Italian the Stable Diffusion-based
model obtained a better score than the baseline.

We took a more detailed look into what hap-
pened with the diffusion model in the Italian
dataset. We were able to identify some situations
in which Stable Diffusion was not able to produce
a good representation of the original text input.
Please refer to Figure 4 for the visual examples
mentioned in the list.

1. Strange results of the diffusion model, appar-
ently unrelated from the original text input
(ex. “gomma per smacchiare" (eraser): the
generated image represents an animal);

2. Insufficient training data for the diffusion
model. For instance, “asino gioco di carte"
(Donkey card game) is almost unknown even
in Italy, there’s high probability that not even
an image of this game was used in the model
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training. The image produced by the diffusion
is made by pictues of donkey-like animals ar-
ranged as cards in a 3x3 square;

3. The image produced by the model is affected
by the ambiguity: for example, for the context
“alfiere in diagonale" (bishop moves diago-
nally) the bishop is a human bishop, and for
“colonna missione" (mission column) the col-
umn is interpreted not in military sense but in
the architecture one;

4. The choice for the produced image is not par-
ticuarly representative of the expressed con-
cept (for instance, the image generated for
the text “adamo ed eva" is representing what
would seem a couple in the late XIX century);

5. The produced image is affected by the tok-
enization of the original sentence (for instance,
the image generated for “box per infanti" (chil-
dren playpen) seems to be actually produced
for “boxe per infanti" (children boxing)

Some of these results depend on the way Stable
Diffusion is trained. In particular, the self-attention
mechanism may have been misled by giving too
much weight to the ambiguous parts of the context.
For instance, “diagonal" is what is important to fo-
cus on to disambiguate “alfiere" (bishop). Instead,
it looks like it’s defaulting to the most common
sense of the target word. The last error (no.5 in the
above list) seems a problem of the transfomer tok-
enizer which is unable to differentiate “box" from
“boxe", the term commonly used in Italian to refer
to the sport.

4 Conclusions

Although our participation was unsuccessful in
terms of results, we were able to learn something
interesting regarding the diffusion models, which
seem particularly affected by the ambiguity prob-
lem, yielding bad example images even when the
context in the input text should be enough. Prob-
ably a good strategy would have been to use the
training data to improve the diffusion models in-
stead of fine-tuning the CLIP embeddings obtained
from the images. The code used for this participa-
tion is available at the following address: https://
github.com/dbuscaldi/VisualWSD23. The au-
tomatically generated data (captions, generated im-
ages) are stored on Zenodo at the following address:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7860213.

Limitations

The main limitation of this work is given by the fact
that we cannot indicate the parameters to produce
the same images using the stable diffusion model.
We will store the generated images in a repository
to allow other researchers to inspect the results of
our generation process. Another important limita-
tion is that these results refer exclusively to the cho-
sen models (in particular AltCLIP-m9 and Stable
Diffusion v1-4). The results may vary if other mod-
els are used to produce the images. Another limita-
tion of this work consists in the fact that we used
the all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model for SBERT, which is
faster than the others; however, from a small ex-
periment that we carried out, it looks like larger
models such as all-mpnet-base-v2 would yield bet-
ter results (for instance, the scores in Figure 1 with
the MiniLM model would be higher for the third
(wrong) image. Unfortunately we didn’t have time
to retrain our models with this configuration.

Ethics Statement

We disabled the NSFW filter in the generation
models, thus possibly generating disturbing con-
tent. The input texts were also containing possibly
NSFW prompts so we considered that the filter
removal was necessary to participate in this task.
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“Gomma per smacchiare"
(eraser)

“Asino gioco di carte"
(Donkey card game)

“Box per infanti"
(children playpen)

“Alfiere si muove in diagonale"
(bishop moves diagonally)

“Colonna missione"
(mission column)

“Adamo ed Eva"
(Adam and Eve)
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